This paper reports a graph-theoretic program, GRATH, that rapidly, and accurately, matches a novel structure against a library of domain structures to find the most similar ones.
INTRODUCTION
The Protein Data Bank (PDB Berman et al., 2000) contains nearly 20 000 protein structures (19 379 on December 3, 2002) . Within the CATH structural domain database there are over 40 000 individual domains. Due to the Structural Genomics initiatives, it is expected that the number of PDB entries will more than double over the next ten years. Several protein structure databases, e.g. CATH (Orengo et al., 1997) and SCOP (Murzin et al., 1995) , classify the structures in the PDB into distinct protein fold groups. At present, there are about 750 different folds in the CATH database with the number growing at 50 per year (Thornton et al., 1999) .
One of the major bottlenecks in the existing CATH deposition protocol is caused by the exhaustive use of the structure comparison algorithm SSAP (Taylor and Orengo, 1989) . SSAP uses double-dynamic programming, is residue based, and gives an accurate determination of the structural similarity between two proteins. However, it is computationally expensive, particularly when a structure is compared against a significant fraction of all the distinct folds in the database. In order to improve the rate of classification of new structures in CATH, particularly to keep pace with the Structural Genomics initiatives, a faster method for scanning new structures against the known structures and structural families is needed. This would also be of immense benefit to the Structural Genomics community, who could use such a resource, as a stand-alone server, to determine whether newly solved structures belonged to any known structural family from which functional information could be inferred.
There are now numerous methods for comparing protein structures at the residue level [DALI by Holm and Sander (1993) , SSAP by Taylor and Orengo (1989) , STAMP by Russell and Barton (1992) , PSD by Yang and Honig (2000) , PRIDE by Carugo and Pongor (2002) , CE by Shindyalov and Bourne (1998) ]. Although these methods are generally more reliable than those based on secondary structure comparisons they tend to be much slower. Those which have increased the speed for database scans, have often done so by using simplified structural representations or less intensive optimization strategies which in turn reduces the sensitivity for detecting very remote homologues. Therefore, for speed considerations we chose to design a fast method working at the higher level of secondary structure. Structures not matching any known structure by this fast filter, would be subjected to much slower comparisons using the more accurate residue based method SSAP already used for classifying structures in CATH (Orengo et al., 1997) .
The abstraction of protein folds into secondary structure vectors and graphs has been explored by a number of other groups [e.g. Rufino and Blundell (1994) , Madej et al. (1995) , Mizuguchi and Gō (1995) and Koch et al. (1996) ]. Moreover, several approaches have been adopted for secondary structure comparison [SEA by Rufino and Blundell (1994) , VAST by Madej et al. (1995) , PROTEP by Grindley et al. (1993) ]. Although, these are all publicly available, none has yet been benchmarked for database scanning and this is crucial for automated classification of new structures. In designing our own fast filter, we chose to build on and further develop the very successful method implemented in the PROTEP algorithm of Grindley et al. (1993) . The PROTEP algorithm employs graph-theory, using the Bron and Kerbosch (1973) algorithm to find cliques in a comparison graph between two protein structures. A clique is part of a graph in which every node within the clique has an edge connecting it to all the other nodes in the clique. Grindley et al. (1993) tested their implementation, PROTEP, for several different proteins within the PDB. They found that it could accurately discover structural relationships, including several novel matches. However, extensive benchmarking of the algorithm, using a validated structural classification, such as SCOP or CATH, was not performed as such databases did not exist when PROTEP was created.
We have extended the approach adopted by Grindley et al. to employ additional constraints which improve the recognition of irregular β-structures and mainly-α structures. More importantly, since the development of this approach in the early 1990s, the structural classifications (e.g. SCOP, CATH) have come on-line and now provide valuable data sets for benchmarking such algorithms, optimizing parameters and determining reliable thresholds for fold recognition and classification. It is now possible to test exhaustively the reliability of any algorithm, since a significant fraction of the expected diversity within fold groups has been clustered into validated structural families within these databases.
Therefore, this paper discusses the design and implementation of a graph-based structural similarity filter for rapid structure database scans, GRATH. A new scoring function has been developed that has been optimized by benchmarking against the known fold similarities classified in the CATH domain database. The scoring function is different from taking the largest clique size as the score for the comparison, as in PROTEP (Grindley et al., 1993) , and this change improves the recognition of small proteins. GRATH has reliable tolerance cut-offs for the distance and angles between any two secondary structures, again determined by benchmarking against the CATH database. Benchmarking has also enabled an empirical estimate of the reliability of GRATH for making correct structural classification predictions. Furthermore, because the graphs that are generated for GRATH use additional constraints, they capture a richer description of protein structure than the ones used previously (Grindley et al., 1993) . This extra information provides superior fold diagnosis for some families, particularly those containing small structures and those containing structures that are mainly α-helical or comprised of irregular β-sheets.
METHODS

Representation of a protein structure in a 2D graph
A graph is a mathematical description of a network. It represents both the layout of the network, and how parts of the network interact with each other. In graph theory terminology, the components of the network are called 'nodes' and the interactions are named 'edges'. Grindley et al. (1993) discussed how the fold of a protein is readily described as a graph.
In their method, nodes are vector representations of the secondary structures labelled by the type of secondary structure (α-helix or β-strand). Edges are labelled by the distance and the 'torsion' angle between the two vectors. We have built on this approach to devise an algorithm, known as GRATH, so called because it uses graph theory to measure structural similarity and assign proteins to structural groups in the CATH database. The axial vectors through the secondary structures are derived using the Richards and Kundrot (1988) algorithm. Although, several algorithms exist for deriving such axial vectors [e.g. Grindley et al. (1993) , PHD by Rost and Sander (1994) , STRIDE by Frishman and Argos (1995) , STICK by Taylor (2001) ] all methods encounter difficulties in deriving vectors for ill-defined secondary structures. The Richards and Kundrot method was chosen principally for consistency reasons [it is implemented in the ProSEC (Protein Structural Enantiomorph Classification, Slidel 1996) suite of programs that we use for deriving chirality]. Moreover, the Richards and Kundrot algorithm is already used elsewhere as part of the CATH classification protocol (Michie et al., 1996) . The algorithm measures the straightness of a secondary structure element by finding the root-mean-square angle in a matrix of angles between adjacent amino acids. Richards and Kundrot (1988) chose to treat a secondary structure as a single vector if the root-mean-square angle was <25 • . During the optimization of GRATH it was discovered that this cut-off works well for proteins which contain only β-strands. However, using a cut-off of 15 • makes a considerable improvement when the fold type is predicted for proteins that contain only α-helices. The smaller cutoff for α-helices causes bent or kinked secondary structure to be more readily turned into two or more nodes. The resulting graph has finer detail than those made with the Richards and Kundrot (1988) choice of parameters.
The nodes of graphs that GRATH are labelled by secondary structure type (i.e. β-strand or α-helix). The edges of the graphs are labelled by distance as in Grindley et al. (1993) . The distance measure can be defined in several ways, including the distance of closest approach between the two vectors, the common perpendicular and the distances between the two midpoints. The distance of closest approach was chosen because this is well conserved within pairs of secondary structures from homologous proteins (Pearl, 1998) .
The edges of the graphs are also labelled by the angles between the directional vectors of the axes. The primary angular measure, omega (ω), is the standard definition of the angle between two vectors, found from taking the dot product of the two vectors (Riley et al., 1997) . Omega (ω) is defined to be between 0 • and 180 • . However, to fully describe the geometric arrangement of two vectors in 3D space, more than one angle is required. GRATH uses the dihedral angle, theta (θ), derived from the two axial vectors and the vector between their midpoints. This gives four points, the midpoints and C termini of the two axial vectors, from which the torsional angle can be calculated. Within GRATH, theta (θ ) is defined to be between −180 • and +180 • . An illustration of these two angles (ω and θ ) is shown in Figure 1 , one describing the rotation of the vectors in a single plane, the other describing the tilt of the vectors away from that plane. This description is needed because it is rare for α-helices to pack together in a single plane and sheets can be packed together with a range of geometries. The use of two angles in GRATH is different to that of Grindley et al. (1993) , who used a single torsional angle to label their edges.
As the graphs only detail the geometry between pairs of vectors, it is sometimes possible to match dissimilar motifs if their edges share similar distances and angles. An example of this symmetry, shown in Figure 2 (see Table A ), is the 3rd domain of RuvA (Rafferty et al., 1996) and the Paired domain (Xu et al., 1996) . In order to break this degeneracy, information about the handedness of the connections between secondary structures is therefore also calculated and encoded into the graphs using a method developed previously (Slidel, 1996; Slidel and Thorton 2003 , submitted for publication). Handedness information is calculated for all combinations of structural motifs comprising three connected segments of a protein chain. For example, in a β-α-β motif, two segments of β-strands are linked by a segment containing an α-helix. The chirality is assigned to the graph edge that connects the graph nodes corresponding to the first and third segments. Handedness is calculated using the following procedure. The space around each motif is sub-divided relative to the outer pair of chain segments creating 18 spatial zones that are used to classify the position of each C α atom in the central segment. The resulting sequence of zone classification is simplified by removing information that does not contribute to the overall motif handedness. This simplified representation of motif geometry falls into a limited set of patterns that indicate directly whether a motif is right-handed, left-handed, or has a more complex geometry. A detailed discussion about the chirality calculation is presented in Slidel and Thornton (2003) .
To summarize, the graphs that GRATH uses require the determination of the axial vectors of α-helices and β-strands. The distance measured follows from the spatial separation of the vectors. The two angles are measured between the directions of the axial vectors. An illustration of a graph used by GRATH is shown in Figure 3 .
Application of graph theory to compare protein structures
The implementation of graph theory in GRATH is similar to that of Grindley et al. (1993) . Here is given only a brief example of how the algorithm determines the overlap between any two protein graphs derived from their 3D structures. The algorithm works by generating two matrices. The first matrix, called the G1G2 matrix, contains information about the matches in the types of secondary structure (α-helix or β-strand) between two domain graphs. The second matrix, referred to as the correspondence matrix, details whether the Rafferty et al., 1996) compared with the 2nd domain of chain C of the Paired domain (PDB 1pdn, residues 70-124, Xu et al., 1995) . Each pair of secondary structures have similar distances and angles between them (Table A) . The folds can only be discriminated using chirality because the first and third helices in RuvA are left-handed whereas they are right-handed in the paired domain. (a) RuvA, (b) paired domain. geometric information in the two graphs, between pairs of secondary structure, is the same within a given tolerance. In the following example, the first graph has four secondary structures, ααββ: two α-helices followed by two β-strands. The second graph has five secondary structures, αβαββ. The secondary structure label comparisons made between the two graphs are stored in a 2D matrix (Table 1 ). The matrix contains ten matches, e.g. position (1,3) has an α-helix in structure one and an α-helix in structure two. There are also 10 mismatches, e.g. position (1,2) has an α-helix in structure one but a β-strand in structure two. Each of the positions that have a match is The nodes are vectorial representations of the axis through each secondary structure. Node x is labelled by the secondary structure type, L x (helix or strand). The edges, between vectors x and y, are labelled by: the distance of closest approach, d xy ; the dot-product angle, ω xy ; the dihedral angle, θ xy ; the chirality, chi xy . Table 1 .
assigned their own individual number, e.g. position (1,3) is number 2 and (3,4) is number 6. The algorithm proceeds to study pairs of matches in the G1G2 matrix. Each pair of matches in G1G2 corresponds to two nodes in both the first and second protein graphs. The edges between these two nodes have a distance, two angles and chirality associated with them. For every secondary structure label match in G1G2, the edge measurements in the two proteins are checked to see whether they are the same, within a chosen error tolerance. This results in another matrix, which in the present example is a 10 × 10 matrix, Table 2 . As an example, positions two and six in G1G2 are examined. GRATH checks whether the distance, angles and chirality between secondary structures one (an α-helix) and three (a β-strand) in the first protein are the same, within the tolerances, as those between secondary structures three (an α-helix) and four (β-strand) in the second protein. The answer, with 1 indicating agreement and 0 disagreement, is stored at position (2,6) in the second matrix. The second matrix, Table 2 , also represents a graph and is called the correspondence graph. It details the geometric measures and labels that the two proteins have in common. Secondary structures in proteins have a topological order, from the N-terminal to the C-terminal. This order means that many pairs of points in the correspondence matrix can be ignored. For example, the position in the correspondence matrix that represents the edge between the first and third secondary structures in the first protein cannot be matched to the edge between the fourth and third secondary structures in the second protein [which corresponds to position (6,2)]. This topological constraint results in the correspondence matrix being anti-symmetric, with only the upper right part of the matrix being available for matches.
A further constraint is imposed on the positions allowable in the correspondence matrix because only different secondary structures are compared in the two proteins. Several of the positions in the correspondence matrix, e.g. positions (1,3) and (5,6), represent the edge between different secondary structures in one protein but the same secondary structure in the other protein. These are therefore ignored, leaving a reduced area in the correspondence graph in which allowable edges can be found. Table 2 shows the location of the topologically correct positions in the example's correspondence graph.
For the example comparison, it is assumed that the two proteins are homologous: they differ only due to the insertion of a β-strand into the second protein, at position two. As the two proteins have the same fold, it is expected that the only edges that have matching distances, angles and chirality are at corresponding positions in the two proteins: position one in the first protein matches one in the second protein but not two, three, four or five; two goes with three but not with two, four or five; three goes with four but not three or five; four matches with five but not four. The correspondence matrix for this example becomes Table 3 .
In order to find common motifs shared between the two proteins it is necessary to find cliques, that is matching subgraphs, in the correspondence matrix. The present example, Table 3 , indicates there is a clique of four: nodes one, four, six and ten. In the present case, in which there are topological constraints, a clique means each node is connected to every other node within the clique in the correct topological order. This is because row one has connections to columns four, six and ten, i.e. node one is connected to nodes two, three and four; row four is connected to columns six and ten, i.e. node two is connected to nodes three and four; row six has a connection to column ten, i.e. node three is connected to node four. The total number of connections in this clique is six. The information contained in the correspondence matrix and the G1G2 matrix highlights the location of the common clique in each of the two proteins. Nodes one, four, six and ten correspond to secondary structures one, two, three and four in the first protein, and one, three, four and five in the second protein. Both GRATH and Grindley et al. (1993) uses the algorithm of Bron and Kerbosch (1973) to find the cliques in the correspondence matrix. Grindley et al. (1993) scanned the graph of a protein against a library of graphs of other proteins and concentrated on matches that have the largest clique size. However, this is inherently biased towards selecting matches to proteins with larger numbers of secondary structures, e.g. a clique of five representing 40% of a large structure will be ranked higher than a clique of four representing 80% of a much smaller structure. In contrast, different scoring functions were explored for use with GRATH, all of which were normalized to take account of the relative sizes of the proteins being compared and to lie in the range zero to one, irrespective of the protein sizes. The optimal function and parameter weights were determined using the structural classifications in the CATH database. Selection of the scoring function and optimization of parameters is discussed in more detail in the results section below.
The data set used to optimize GRATH
CATH (Orengo et al., 1997 ) is a hierarchical classification of the protein structures within the PDB (Berman et al., 2000) . There are five major classification levels in the CATH hierarchy. The C level separates domains into different Classes, principally mainly-α, mainly-β and α/β. The A level divides the classes into different Architectures, described by the orientations of the secondary structures regardless of connectivity, e.g. barrels and sandwiches. The T level divides these architectures into their distinct Topologies (folds), where both secondary structure orientations and connectivity is considered. At the Homology level the matching folds are further separated into evolutionary superfamilies that have a high structural similarity and a significant sequence similarity or a similar function. These similarities suggest evolution from a common ancestor. The S level divides the homologous structures into Sequence families. Members of the individual S families have ≥35% sequence identity and therefore have similar structures and functions.
A library of protein graphs, hereafter referred to as the Sreps library, was made from one example structure taken from each of the 1702 sequence families in CATH version 1.7. Figure 4 shows how frequently a graph of a given size was found in the Sreps library. Mainly α-proteins typically contain a small number of secondary structures, mainly β-proteins are larger, and α/β-proteins tend to have the greatest number of secondary structures.
The philosophy behind GRATH is to quickly filter out a limited set of plausible folds for part or all of a protein structure, i.e. a set of fold groups or C.A.T. identities. GRATH achieves this by scanning the graph of the query protein against the Sreps library of 1702 domains and determining which folds (the CAT labels) the query most resembles. The primary goal of the optimization was to maximize the coverage of true hits that had the highest ranked score, along with a secondary consideration to maximize the coverage within the top ten ranked choices for each search. To optimize GRATH, the Sreps library was compared with itself.
RESULTS
Optimizing the tolerances used by GRATH
The translation of structures into graphs allows a determination of the amount of overlap in the geometrical descriptions of two proteins. The geometrical relationship between two secondary structures in two proteins is not expected to be identical. However, for proteins with similar folds most of the distances and angles are expected to be reasonably close. The individual scores produced by GRATH are generated from a comparison of two proteins, made with a distance tolerance and two angular tolerances. The level of tolerance is an important factor in determining the amount of overlap between the respective folds. Moreover, it is only by studying the structural comparison population as a whole that a set of universally discriminatory tolerances can be determined.
The tolerance of the differences in the distance and angles between secondary structures in the two comparison proteins were optimized at the same time as the weights in the scoring function. The three protein classes have identical optimal tolerances for distance, which is 5 Å. However, the Richards and Kundrot (1988) angle cut-off differed for α-helices and β-strands. For β-strands, the angular tolerance for ω, the dotproduct angle, is 30 • , whereas for α-helices the optimal choice is 40 • . The optimal tolerances for θ , the dihedral angle, are 45 • for β-strands and 60 • for α-helices. Certain folds may be better described by tolerances that are larger or smaller in either the distance or angle cut-off, but all are well described by the optimal choice. The fold population as a whole is most accurately described using this choice of tolerances. This is independent of whether the proteins are α, β or α/β, and is independent of the size of the proteins.
Optimizing the scoring scheme used by GRATH
Several theoretical approaches for assessing the significance of clique similarities, based on the probabilities of observing certain connections between nodes, were explored. However, the graphs of protein structures have a direction (from the nitrogen to the carbon terminus) that result in no obvious analytical scoring functions for their comparison: certain edges in the comparison graph can be discounted because they correspond to moving forwards through one protein but backwards through the other. Moreover, protein structures are far from random objects: structural features such as large β-sheets occur far more times than expected for the chance alignment of independent β-strands. Furthermore, the contents of the CATH database highlights that the fold world is far from randomly populated: currently five superfolds account for over 20% of the homologous families observed to date. This bias was first detected in the early 1990s and still holds true (Orengo et al., 1994; Brenner et al., 1997; Orengo et al., 1997) . These considerations led to an empirical approach being used to assess the significance of GRATH matches. GRATH works at the fold (T) level in the CATH hierarchy. Therefore, knowing the fold classification number for each structural representative in the library enables the rank of all the true hits to be determined. The CATH Sreps library was used to benchmark the accuracy of GRATH. There are 184 folds in v1.7 of CATH for which there were more than one Srep (1310 different Sreps). Each of these 1310 Sreps were compared against the library, producing a distribution of scores such as seen in Figure 5 .
The clique size proved to be the most important discriminator of folds, as Grindley et al. (1993) suggested. However, it was possible to improve on this performance by using scoring functions that included a normalization of the clique size, with respect to the number of secondary structures in the proteins, as well as information about the amount of residues within the cliques. This is expected, as similar folds have a similar distribution of residues amongst their secondary structure. Including this finer detail aids the ranking of comparisons that have generated identical clique sizes. The function that GRATH adopted therefore takes into account the similarity of the two compared proteins in the number of secondary structures and residues, as well as how much overlap there is in the secondary structures and their residues.
There is no obvious theoretical choice of a normalized scoring function for GRATH. Several scoring functions were tested which normalized the score in various ways according to sizes of the proteins, secondary structure overlap and numbers of residues in the matching secondary structures. All the functions improved on the performance of simply taking clique size. The function shown in Equation (1) was found to give the best performance, throughout the optimization trials. This is not to exclude other possible functions but modifications to Equation (1) were found to have diminishing returns and the performance obtained was more than sufficient for rapid database searching with high coverage (see later).
The two proteins compared have SS1 and SS2 secondary structures and R1 and R2 amino acid residues. Their comparison generates a largest clique of size CS. The largest clique is produced from a set of secondary structures in protein 1 that contain a total of CR1 residues and from a set of secondary structures in protein 2 that contain a total of CR2 residues. Each of the parameters in the scoring functions takes values between zero and one-with zero indicating no match and one indicating an exact match. The sum of parameters is scaled so that the combined score also takes values between zero and one: the weights in the scoring function are adjusted so that
(1)
Optimization of cut-offs on the tolerances for similarity in the distances and angles of corresponding secondary structure pairs, and the optimization of weights W 1-4 in equation (1) was performed by benchmarking with the Sreps library as described above. Many combinations of parameters were tested but frequently these resulted in only small changes in performance. In Table 4 , we show an example of a subset of the parameter space tested. In this case, W 1 and W 2 are being varied whilst W 3 and W 4 are kept at optimal values. In the table we show the ratio of the coverage for different values of W 1 and W 2 tested, relative to that obtained for the optimal values of W 1 = 5, W 2 = 1. Overall, the best performance was obtained using the tolerances on distance, angle cut-off given above and with values of weights W 1 = 5, W 2 = 1, W 3 = 2, W 4 = 8. Further optimization may have produced Table 4 . small improvements in performance. However, the tolerance and weights determined by the optimization were validated by the excellent performance shown by GRATH in database scans (see later).
Assessment of GRATH's performance
Each Sreps representative from a fold class that had more than one example in the Sreps library (1310 examples) was compared against the Sreps library. Figure 6 shows the performance obtained by using the optimal tolerances and the optimal weights for Equation (1) described above. It can be seen that using these parameters, GRATH almost always finds the correct fold at the top, or close to the top, of its ranked list. The number of comparisons and the coverage of correct folds predicted top of each list of scores, were: α-proteins, 272 tested with 87% coverage; β-proteins, 370 tested with 86% coverage; α/β-proteins, 668 tested with 94% coverage. The weighted-mean of the coverage is 90%. It can also be seen that GRATH finds the correct fold within its top ten predictions in 98% of cases, regardless of structural class. Some folds are over-represented in the Sreps library. However, it is clear from Figure 6 that the optimal choice of weights, parameters and tolerances performs extremely well across a diverse range of folds, sampled from all three protein classes. By using the non-redundant CATH data set, the optimization trials clearly selected parameters which suited the average properties of the known protein folds and which were not biased towards a particular feature of a limited set of folds.
Improvements in coverage obtained by using more constraints per edge, or otherwise, were also explored during the optimization process. Also the effect of increasing the descriptive labels for the nodes, from just an α-helix or β-strand to whether also the secondary structure was straight, bent or kinked. However, these extra constraints and labels act to lower the coverage of GRATH, suggesting that the graph descriptions of certain domains become too exclusive to allow large cliques to be detected. Indeed, including either the number of residues in an individual secondary structure, or the physical length of a vector, as a node constraint, was deliberately ignored. Including this information constrains the amount of insertions that are allowable into any structure. After examining the range of structural diversity within the classified fold groups in CATH, it was concluded that this is not justified on biological grounds. Figure 7 shows that the accuracy of GRATH is related to the size of the cliques found for the size of proteins compared. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the coverage within the top ten ranked scores for folds matched with varying clique sizes. The coverage for small folds (≤4 secondary structures) is not as good as it is for large (≥5). For large cliques the fold is nearly always found within the top ten. As the clique size becomes smaller, however, GRATH becomes less able to find these folds within the highest ranked predictions.
In fact, the majority of domains that GRATH is unable to correctly match within its top 10 predictions corresponded to very small structures. This is largely because the secondary structure graphs only contain a few constraints and also because some of these small proteins are intrinsically disordered. It is therefore extremely unlikely that further optimization of parameters would have enabled GRATH to find these folds without increasing the number of false hits for the majority of other folds. Figure 8 compares the performance of Equation (1) with that obtained by simply ranking on clique size. Figure 8 shows the frequency with which GRATH would rank the correct fold if it used the largest clique size as the score (with equal clique sizes sorted by angle and distance RMS). At all positions this method is worse than Equation (1), particularly so for α-proteins. The use of two angular constraints describing the rotation and tilt of two secondary structures with respect to each other in 3D clearly allows a better definition of secondary structure orientations, particularly for mainly-α proteins.
The speed of GRATH
Before a domain can be analysed by GRATH it requires the transformation of the coordinates in a PDB file into a graph. The pre-processing consists of the protein's PDB entry being changed into a set of axial vectors by ProSEC (Slidel, 1996) and the transformation of these vectors into a graph. The time for pre-processing ranges from a second to several minutes, due to the diversity in the contents of a PDB entry. However, the pre-processing only needs to be performed once for any graph.
Graphs of some of the smallest folds, containing two secondary structures, are compared against the contents of the Sreps library in less than a second on an Origin 200. The largest graphs each take several minutes to check against the library. GRATH compares the entire Sreps library (1702 domains) against itself in ∼15 h. GRATH spends the majority of this time looking for cliques, using the algorithm of Bron and Kerbosch (1973) . As this is one of the most rapid clique-finding algorithms, any significant improvements in the speed of GRATH will likely come through faster hardware rather than through software. GRATH is three to four orders of magnitude faster than the pairwise residue based method SSAP, which has been used to assign new structures to fold groups and families in the CATH database (Orengo et al., 1997) .
DISCUSSION
The value of increasing the number of constraints per edge in GRATH
We have demonstrated that the GRATH algorithm is reliable, particularly for domain comparisons that result in a large overlap clique. The improved performance for large cliques can be explained by considering the number of constraints involved in matching two structures. GRATH has four constraints per edge: distance; dot-product angle; dihedral angle; chirality. As well as the extra information in the scoring function, Equation (1), the improvement of GRATH over Grindley et al. (1993) is caused by the increase from two to four constraints per edge. As demonstrated above, the use of chirality allows distinction between structures which are mirror images of the same fold. The use of an additional angular constraint allows complete specification of the orientation of 2D vectors in 3D space, by describing both the rotation and the tilt of the vectors relative to each other.
A clique is a section of a graph in which each node is connected to every other node. The number of edges, N e , in a clique of size C is
Equation (2) illustrates the quadratic nature of the number of edges found within a given size of clique. If each of these edges has P constraints, which are met in both domains, the total number of constraints, N c , is
Because GRATH has P = 4 (distance, two angles and chirality), if GRATH finds two domains that produce an overlap clique of size ten, this indicates that the two domains have 184 constraints in common. For such large clique matches GRATH has very good coverage, approaching unity, for both the scoring function and taking the biggest clique. Only pairs of proteins that have similar distributions of secondary structures, i.e. similar folds, will be able to generate such a number of matching edges and cliques. This is the principal reason why GRATH is able to accurately determine a limited range of plausible folds for any protein, particularly if the protein contains many secondary structures.
Other than the quadratic increase in matched edges, there are also further, but more minor, reasons for GRATH's improvement for larger folds. For large proteins the correct fold is typically found with a clique greater than is found for other folds. However, small proteins typically match to other larger incorrect folds with a clique size identical to that found for the correct one. In this case the discrimination for small folds is provided by the normalization by size as well as the residue information in Equation (1). The inclusion of the extra size constraint removes many of the incorrect matches. Furthermore, for folds that contain only a few secondary structures, any kinks result in a significant fractional increase in the number of nodes. These extra nodes may not appear in the other examples of the fold and affect the score via the normalization in Equation (1).
A significant fraction of the small domains that GRATH is unable to correctly match within its top ten predictions actually correspond to structures that are intrinsically disordered. For these folds, the fidelity of the limited number of α-helix and β-strand vectors is the major constraint on GRATH.
Increasing the number of constraints per edge also reduces the running time of GRATH. This is due to the correspondence matrix being filled more sparsely, leading to a reduction in the space that the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm has to search.
Inclusion of GRATH in the CATH classification protocol
GRATH is accurate and fast and is now included in the CATH classification protocol. One of the initial steps in this procedure is clustering all new proteins into fold groups. To do this using GRATH, graphs are generated for each newly determined structure and added to the Sreps library. Each new protein is then compared with the entire Srep library and the top ten matches recorded. The residue based SSAP algorithm is then run to validate these matches. SSAP identifies equivalent residues, and uses these to superpose the proteins in order to calculate an RMSD. Those proteins that match a structural representative from CATH with a good SSAP score and RMSD are automatically classified, at the fold level, in the database. For those proteins where no fold match is identified, a more exhaustive search using the SSAP algorithm alone is performed. Previously, several thousand SSAP comparisons had to be performed for each new structure. Using the GRATH pre-filter typically results in only ten SSAP comparisons per protein, leading to a considerable decrease in the time required to classify new structures.
Further applications of GRATH
The rapid speed of GRATH has also allowed an all against all comparison of all the non-redundant structures classified in the CATH database (see Harrison et al., 2002) . This has enabled a mapping of fold space by examining similarities between fold groups to identify those regions of fold space which are more highly populated. In other words, to find those folds which have large structural overlaps with neighbouring fold groups. This phenomenum, which has been described as the structural continuum or Russian-Doll effect has been observed by several researchers involved in classifying structures into families (Orengo et al., 1993; Brenner et al., 1997; Orengo et al., 1997) . The all against all fold space mapping required the development of a statistical framework to assess the significance of any match returned by GRATH, regardless of the sizes of the proteins being compared. Since the GRATH scores returned from a database scan follow an extreme value distribution, numerical methods can be used to calculate an expectation value (E-value) that any score is associated with a random match. The calculation of an E-value further increases the utility of GRATH for fold recognition, and an E-value is provided for each of the top hits selected by the GRATH server (see later).
Implementation of GRATH within the CATH server
GRATH has also been implemented to use through a web server (http://www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/cgi-bin/cath/Grath.pl Sillitoe et al., 2003 , submitted for publication). The server allows the user to submit a set of coordinates or download a locally stored PDB file. The user is prompted to specify which chain in the structure to use and is given an option to set domain boundaries manually. GRATH proceeds to compare the domain against the Sreps library. The structure with the lowest E-value is selected from each fold group and the ten most significant fold matches are displayed. A typical search takes 1 min and the results are stored for a week. Several interesting homologous relationships have already been detected using the GRATH server. Holliday junction resolvases are enzymes that are utilized during DNA recombination. They are metal ion-dependent endonucleases that recognize and cleave four-way DNA junctions. RuvC is the archetypal bacterial resolvase, with an α/β two-layer sandwich fold (CATH code 3. 30. 420. 10). Both intermediate sequence searching (Lilley and White, 2000) and PSI-BLAST identified mitochondrial resolvase Cce1 from Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Ydc2) as an orthologue of RuvC (Aravind et al., 2000) . The GRATH server also identified the structural similarity between the recently determined crystal structure of Ydc2 (Ceschini et al., 2001) and RuvC.
SUMMARY
This paper reports the development of GRATH, an algorithm that rapidly, and accurately, determines a limited set of plausible folds for any protein structure. GRATH is based on the graph-theoretic technique suggested by Grindley et al. (1993) and its fold assignments are based on matches to the set of existing folds within the CATH database (Orengo et al., 1997) . The graphical description of protein domains uses a vectorial representation of secondary structures and contains information about the distance, angles and chirality between secondary structures. As protein structures are not random objects, GRATH was designed to provide an empirical description of the observed similarities in the protein fold world.
GRATH uses a measure of similarity that details the geometric information, number of secondary structures and number of residues within secondary structures, that any two protein structures share. GRATH generates distributions of scores through comparing a test domain against the different types of fold that have been classified previously in CATH. The correct fold is identified with the top score with a frequency of 90%. It is identified within the ten most likely assignments with a frequency of 98%.
GRATH is also fast, being able to classify up to 10 3 domains per hour. The rate of classification is dependent on the size of the proteins, with small proteins being the most rapidly assigned. GRATH's speed and accuracy means that it can be used as a reliable front-end filter for more accurate, but computationally expensive, algorithms such as SSAP. Moreover, the efficiency of GRATH will allow CATH to maintain its accuracy and coverage of the structural universe as we move into the age of Structural Genomics.
